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A contest of Firuzkuh cuisine will be held in the northeastern city of Tehran
Province to promote food tourism, said the city’s Cultural Heritage, Tourism,
and Handicrafts Department, CHTN reported.
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A Persian carpet adorns a modern home.

C

arpets have been woven for thousands of years, with the
world’s oldest known carpet, the Pazyryk Carpet, discovered in 1948. It was found preserved within the frozen tomb of a Scythian chief in Siberia’s Altai Mountains, with
radiocarbon testing revealing that it was woven around the 5th
century BC. But considering its sophisticated design and advanced weaving techniques, it’s believed that carpets have been
woven for at least 4,000 years, carpetcellar.com wrote.
When the Persian Empire conquered modern-day Iran in 539
BC, they encountered ancient cultures that were already skilled
in carpet weaving. As nomads, they herded sheep and goats who
provided them with an endless source of high-quality and durable
wool. Their techniques and designs were passed down from fathers
to sons and gradually attracted great attention, resulting in carpets
becoming one of the region’s cultural riches.
The Persian emperor, Cyrus the Great (600 to 530 BC),
adorned his palace with locally-made carpets, elevating their status as sought-after pieces. Carpets were transformed from a necessity for covering dirt floors and insulating nomadic tribesmen
from the cold and damp to become decorative works of art that
were signs of wealth and prestige.
Chinese texts dating from the Sassanid Dynasty (224 to 641
CE) indicate that Emperor Heraclius brought carpets with him
following the conquest of the Sassanid capital, Ctesiphon. After
the Arabs took the city in 637 CE, they also brought with them

carpets, including the famous “Spring of Khosrow”, which once
graced the Ctesiphon palace of the Sassanid king, Khosrow I.
It was described as follows:
“The border was a magnificent flower bed of blue, red, white,
yellow and green stones; in the background the colour of the earth
was imitated with gold; clear stones like crystals gave the illusion
of water; the plants were in silk and the fruits were formed by colour stones.” Reports of its original dimensions vary.
Persian carpets under Seljuk and Mongol rule
In the 11th century, a Turkish tribe named after its founder,
Seljuk, conquered the region and the tribe’s women were already skilled carpet makers. In fact, the Turkish (or Ghiordes)
knot introduced by Seljuk women is still in use in Iranian Azarbaijan and Hamedan today. It differs from the Persian (or Sinneh) knot in that the yarn is taken twice around two adjacent
warp threads, rather than the wool taking a single turn around a
warp thread.
Between 1220 and 1449, Persia was taken and controlled by
the Mongols and it’s reported that the palace of Tabriz, home to
Ghazan Khan (1295 to 1304), was covered with beautiful carpets.
In the early 15th century, the Timurid Empire ruler, Shah Rukh

(1377 to 1447), played a role in promoting many of the cultural
activities that were initially suppressed by the Mongols, including
carpet weaving. When looking at Persian carpets from this period,
it’s interesting to note the simpler motifs and geometric patterns
that were used in the designs.
The glory years of Persian carpet weaving
During the Safavid Dynasty reign of Shah Abbas (1587 to
1629), Persian carpet weaving flourished, with artisans encouraged to work at carpet weaving schools throughout the country.
He transformed the new capital, Isfahan, into a cultural hub and
established trade with European markets, realizing the economic
potential of Persian rugs. Shah Abbas is also credited with creating a court workshop where skilled craftsmen could work and
carpets made from silk with highly prized gold and silver threads
were woven.
Many of the most treasured antique Persian rugs held in museums and private collections around the globe date from the 16th
century. These include the magnificent Ardebil Carpet, which was
woven in the town of Ardebil and is now housed in London’s Victoria and Albert Museum.
In 1722, the Afghans invaded and destroyed Isfahan, marking the start of a tumultuous time in Persia’s history. While Nader
Khan (1688 to 1747) from the Khorasan region came to rule, all of

Persia’s resources were put into fighting against the Afghans, the
Turks and the Russians, with little time for carpet weaving outside
of the villages and nomadic camps.
It wasn’t until the late 19th century that Persian craftsmanship regained importance and carpets were woven for export to
Europe and America. Some foreign companies even established
businesses in Persia to facilitate carpet production and exportation.
By this time, Persian carpets had established a reputation for
their rich colours, gorgeous patterning and the quality of their design, and having a Persian carpet became a treasured possession
for many in the West.
One of the most revered weavers of Kashan was Hajj Mollah
Hassan Mohtasham, who produced Persian carpets in the late
19th century. This master weaver is credited with creating what
are now known as Mohtasham rugs, finely woven rugs with magnificent colouring, short cut pile and silk edge rapping.
Today, Persian rugs and carpets are distinguished by their
origin of production, with major carpet weaving centers in cities such as Hamedan, Shiraz and Mashhad. The city of Tabriz
played a significant role in developing the rich decorative traditions of Persian rugs and are renowned for their diverse designs.
Kerman carpets often depict a damask rose while Kashan rugs
have long been recognized for their intricate floral motifs and
central medallions.
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Discover the most heartwarming country
Heartwarming people
and culture
When you travel to a country like Iran you
expect a culture shock and that’s exactly
what you get. Not in a bad way, however.
The country is more modern than I anticipated it to be and the locals treat you
in such a heartwarming way. I was taken
aback by the friendliness of the people.
Respect for travelers is a big thing in
Iran. Many people will help you whenever they can and you’ll feel extra safe
because of them. During our two-week
trip to Iran, we met over 30 people who
wanted to chat with us about our travels.
Iranian people are just so genuinely interested.
Already on the first day, people came
up to us and called their family to give us
a free tour around the city. This was the
best welcome to a country ever. We are
still in contact with some of the people
we met in Iran today.

Tips for your visit
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Sweet old lady in Iran

Persian cuisine
The Persian cuisine is really worth it. You’ll taste
many things you never
knew existed. It’s nice
that you’ll never have just
one kind of meal. There is
always a big combination
of flavors complementing each other. My three
favorite dishes were:
Khoresh-e [stew] fesenjan, khoresht-e mast and
dizi.
But the thing I liked
the most about Persian
food was the way they
eat. Multiple dishes are
served for one group and
everyone eats from the
dishes, and this while sitting on the ground or a
carpet.
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Man sitting outside a mosque in Iran

Favorite memory
While traveling from Isfahan to Yazd, we decided to hire a driver for two days to take us to the
desert and the salt lake located in between both
destinations. When the driver Mahdi arrived, it
became clear he didn’t speak a word of English.
This meant we couldn’t speak to each other at all.
Still, we had a great time together and grew a strong
bond. He really cared for us like he was our dad. Being
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Delicious Iranian cuisine in a restaurant in Isfahan

stuck in the sand with the small taxi car made us laugh
so hard that we did not need any language anymore.
I embraced these two days because it’s so important to realize that you don’t always need to talk
to each other or know everything about each other
to feel connected and to care for each other. A language barrier is just a poor excuse not to go on an
adventure and meet new people.

First of all, say “Yes”! It may seem
strange to accept every invite from
a stranger but in Iran this is the way
it is. If people want to give you a
tour you should go with the flow.
You’ll learn and see more of the
real Iran by doing this, and your
average tourist day will change
into real traveling.
Don’t plan too much for your trip.
Iran is a place of surprises and you’ll
discover many things when you’re
there. If your travel schedule is too
strict, you’ll miss out on opportunities
from locals for the upcoming days.
We could have (for example)
stayed in someone’s house high in
the mountains for two nights, but
sadly we had already booked a driver
and hostel in another part of Iran for
the upcoming days.
Instead of planning, search for Iranians on Facebook and Instagram.
Some groups are perfect to connect
with locals beforehand. By doing
this you’ll know people before you
go and this will smoothen things up.
Keep in mind that you cannot pay
by card or make money transfers in
or to Iran. You’ll have to bring all
your money in cash to change it at
the airport. Make sure you ask a local to help you get the best exchange
rate. However, nothing to worry
about, because Iran is a cheap place.
Last tip: Don’t be afraid! Don’t let
people scare you from traveling to
Iran. The media will show you the
bad side of the country and many
tourists will blindly follow this.
So don’t be a tourist, be a traveler!
Thanks for reading my Iran travel
guide. I hope you enjoy this country
as much as I did.
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Driver taking us to the salt flats of Iran

* Yngwie Scheerlinck is a freelance
photographer based in the Belgian
city of Geraardsbergen. His life
consists of traveling the world and
capturing memories.

